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We had a successful January auction that took in over
$1,000 after commissions were paid. The meeting room was
crowded but we managed to squeeze in ~35 bidders. A large
cabbing machine was put aside for the June auction.
A big thank you goes to Michel Fortier who repaired our
old Fordum unit and replaced the bearings on our green
Covington belt sanders.
Both big saws leak. Before using please make sure
that the drip trays are in place and not overflowing!
The grey paint on the garage floor is flaking underneath
the grinders and being carried everywhere. Please sweep it
up when you see it. The club does not have a janitor. It is
everyone's responsibility to keep the workshop clean.
Please leave your wet boots at the front door and bring
slippers or shoes. The club is still looking for a carpet
cleaner. Our budget is $100.
Our landlord is responsible for plowing the asphalt but
not shoveling the doorways. After a snowstorm please
shovel the front and back doorways!

Kerry Day, President, OLMC
All members are invited to submit articles, proposals, and thoughts
that could be included in the newsletters. Also, feel free to send your
Classified ads by e-mail to: news@olmc.ca
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Date

Thursday, February 13, 2020
7:00 – 9:30 p.m.

Location OLMC Workshop
190-1C Colonnade Road, Ottawa
Speaker

Date

DVD: Introduction to Gemstone
Setting. Deisgner Ann Cahoon
shows various methods to set
faceted round stones including
prong, bezel and flush.

Monday, February 17
7:30 – 9:30 p.m.

Location OLMC Workshop
190-1C Colonnade Road, Ottawa
Speaker

Dr. Blyth Robertson
Dr. Robertson was a research
scientist, and then emeritus
scientist, with the Geological
Survey of Canada (NRCan)
conducting field studies across
Canada. For the past 15 years she
has been a member of the OttawaGatineau Geoheritage Project.

Date

Thursday, February 13
7:30 – 8:30 p.m.

Club Meetings!
We all meet to share our knowledge and
interest about gems, mineral, and
jewellery!
For details or comments please contact:
pres@olmc.ca

Dr. Robertson's topic will be: "Meteorite
Impact on Earth - A legacy of our place in
space". Meteorite pieces have been
recognized, collected and studied for a
couple of centuries. But just 30-40 years
ago, and through a research program carried
out in Canada, scientists confirmed that very
much larger impact events occurred on
Earth, and that this planet experienced the
same bombardment seen on the heavily
cratered surfaces of the Moon and near-Earth
planets. Where are the Earth's large impact
craters? How many are there? How do we
recognize them and confirm their origin?

Location Marion Hall, Room 121
Earth Sciences, Ottawa U
Speaker

Club Meeting (Speakers Series)
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The club purchased a working fordum from long-time member Quintin Wight. Quintin is also
part of the Canadian Micro-Mineral Association. Michel Fortier fixed the old fordum unit.
An anonymous person donated a Dyson vaccuum cleaner.
The club will not supply rarely used perishables to provide to members for free, such as
Opticon. People who require these items in the studio are encouraged to buy their own.
Workshop chairperson Jean-Guy Bradette spent a lot of time to tighten the pulleys on the
Expando drum grinders. Michel Fortier installed new bearings. Hopefully that fixed the
recent problems.
Supervisors are asked to turn the thermostat down after closing to save on heat costs. The
thermostat is programmable, and returns to a pre-set program at scheduled intervals.
A reminder that the silversmith room should only be open and used when a qualified
silversmith supervisor is present. The door should be closed and locked at all other times.

Executive Board Elections
followed by

Rock Swap!
The AGM will be held on Thursday, April 9, 2020, 2:30 p.m. - 9:00 p.m., at the OLMC
Workshop, 190-1C Colonnade Road, Ottawa, ON
This meeting is where you, the club membership, select who is on the Executive Committee.
In addition, a report on club finances will be made, and paper copies will be available. The
current Executive Committee is:
•
•
•
•

Kerry Day, President
Arnold Roos, Vice-President
Treasurer, Rita Hudec
Secretary, Bob Boisvert

The Executive Committee meets once a month for about an hour to debate and decide on club
issues, events and budgets. The members appoint the various chairs -- membership,
workshop, newsletter, gem show. Every OLMC member is elegible to run for any position,
and no particular skill is needed. Send in your nominations to "pres@olmc.ca".
After the election, there will be a rock swap, where members can barter and trade materials
among themselves in a firendly and informal setting. A strong recommendation for traders -the items should have value to somebody.
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Written by Bob Boisvert
I work at a computer all day. I really like to
end my day reading a good old-fashion book,
usually non-fiction. I do not have a formal
scientific background, but I do enjoy reading
about it.
My wife gave me this book for Christmas,
and I recently started to read it. Can’t put it
down. This book is very readable; minimal
notions of science are exposed. It describes
the search for a new type of mineral structure
called quasicrystals.
Princeton Centre for Theoretical Science
Director, Paul J. Steinhardt, started thinking
about this in 1981, investigating into ways
how atoms stack together to form matter,
such as crystals. I am sure most of OLMC
club members recognize crystals such as
fluorite, quartz, table salt even. For the
longest time, crystals were categorized by
shape, and there was a definite list of shapes
to pick from: Triclinic, Monoclinic,
Orthorhombic, Tetragonal, Trigonal,
Hexagonal, and Cubic. The list was deemed
to be definitive; end of story!
While doing theoretical analysis, the author
stumbled on the idea that some atomic
structure that could be defined with five-fold
symmetry. Look at the image above; see the
five-sided star arrangement poking out here
and there? The author theorized that if such
a crystal structure existed, it might look like
Dungeon and Dragons twenty-sided dice!
He ended up naming it a quasicrystal
structure. His peers declared this to be
heretical and “Impossible!”.
Wikipedia defines quasicrystals as: “… is a
structure that is ordered but not periodic.”
The book is a front-row seat into the decades
of international intrigue to see if such matter
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is theoretically possible (yes), can it be
synthesized (yes), and if it can actually be
found in nature… did not get to that part of
the book yet, but I have an idea as to how it
ends. There is a Nobel prize somewhere in
the story.
The adventure takes us from Arabian inspired
tiling, New Jersey to California, Israel,
Belgium, Italy, St-Petersburg, eastern Russia
and ultimately to Sweden, in the quest for this
new form of matter. The author also names a
lot of interesting people that I have read about
over time: Richard Feynman, Roger Penrose,
Linus Pauling, Martin Gardner, John
Conway…
I do find it interesting that this type of matter
was discovered in our lifetime. Around the
year 1900, Lord Kelvin famously said: “There
is nothing new to be discovered in physics
now. All that remains is more and more
precise measurement.”
I am glad many did not listen to this.
I will be donating my copy of the book to the
OLMC club library when I am done reading
it, probably by the end of March 2020.
“The second kind of impossible”, Paul J. Steinhardt, Simon
and Schuster, 2019, pp387, ISBN 978-1-4767-2992-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quasicrystal
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Have you always wanted to learn the basics of working with
base and precious metals to make jewellery and other
creations? Have you made so many beautiful cabochons that
it’s really time for you to do something with them?
The OLMC silversmithing group is getting ready to launch a
one-day course that will start you on your way. You will
learn the basics of cutting, forming and soldering as you
work on a pierced pendant and simple ring band. Two
additional workshops will enable you to build on these
necessary skills by trying your hand at a ring chain bracelet or a cabochon-set ring.
There will be a limit of four OLMC members per session and participants must be 16 years of
age or older. More information on costs and scheduling will be provided shortly, but in the
meantime, you can contact Janet Borzecki at jsborzecki@gmail.com .
Metal rocks!

Fractured and soft stones are stabilized using some sort of bonding agent or glue to make the
stone strong enough for cutting and grinding, and surviving the wear and tear of being
displayed or worn as jewellery. People often stabilize turquoise, opal, ammolite, labradorite
and fossils, and gems. The process can also be used to disguise unwanted flaws in the stone.
Porous stones might be impregnated with a wax or resin, and this involves a different process.
When selling stabilized material, it is ethical to
disclose this fact and also the method used.
The methods described below come from
Mindat, a valuable resource that relies on
voluntary donations to continue.

Method 1: Soaking with Epoxy
For this method, you need an epoxy product, a
thinner such as acetone, and a large mason jar.

Figure 1: Hmm...

There are many epoxies on the market for various applications. Epoxy 330 is a popular twopart epoxy that dries water-clear with a fast setting time. Butvar-76 is a polyvinyl acetate
known for its durability and mixing ratios that allow for a thick glue or a thin penetrant.
Epoxy 330 has a 1:1 mixing ratio, but other products may use a different ratio, or require a
certain temperature range to work. Check the product instructions.
Thinners can be found in a hardware store. The method described below uses Acetone. Some
people say never use Acetone, and prefer to use isopropol alchohol, methyl alcohol or denatured alcohol.
OLMC’s newsletter – February 2020
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It may pay to experiment to find the correct
ratio of epoxy to thinner for the specific
products that you use. Less thinner will result
in a thicker mixture that cures faster but does
not penetrate as much, and it might be harder
to remove excess epoxy later. Too much
thinner will result in a longer curing time or
prevent effective bonding. Adding heat
energy to the mixture will decrease cure time.
Thinners can discolour epoxy resins.
1. Acquire Epoxy 330, acetone and a large
mason jar.
2. Pour 0.5 L of acetone into the jar, then
squeeze both tubes of Epoxy 330 into the
acetone. The thinner helps the epoxy get into
cracks.
3. Mix the ingredients
by stirring. Shaking
the jar can get the
mixture onto the
rubber seal, which
might be dissolved by
the acetone.
4. Place the clean
slabs or stones in the
mixture.
5. Soak for a
minimum of 7-10
days. Agitate the mixture every few days to
keep the epoxy from settling at the bottom.

Method 2: Soaking with Opticon
This method relies on keeping the stones hot.
You will need two mason jars and a quantity
of Opticon resin and hardener. There will be
toxic fumes from the cooking process, so
make sure there is ventilation.
1. Put clean stones and/or slabs in a jar.
2. Fill the jar with Opticon resin to cover the
stones, with less than 0.5 cm of extra resin on
top. Cover the jar with a doubled piece of tin
foil. Do not put on the lid.
3. Place the jar on a low heat burner, such as
a coffee machine. Turn on the heat, and let
cook for six to eight hours. Heating will
cause the resin to flow more easily, and the
cracks will expand a bit to let more of the
resin in.
4. After heating, remove the jar (with oven
mitts!) and pour out as much of the Opticon
as you can. Return the jar to the heater for
another minute. Repeat these last two steps
as much as you want, if more resin is needed.
5. After emptying the resin, place the sealing
ring and lid on the jar and tighten. Set the jar
aside for eight hours or more to cool. As the
jar and stones cool, the air inside will
compress and create a vaccuum.

6. Use protective gloves to remove the stones
from the jar. Use a paper towel to remove
6. After soaking, remove the stones and place excess resin from the surfaces.
them on a surface that is protected or not
7. Place the stones on a piece of aluminum
valuable, e.g. disposable aluminum oven
foil and apply the hardener to the stones.
mats.
Every part of the stone should be wet with
hardener, so you might use tongs or sticks to
7. Wait another 7-10 days for the epoxy to
hold the stones.
cure. At the start, the epoxy will still be soft
and rubbery, but it will get harder over time.
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8. Take a second mason jar and pre-heat it
with hot water, but the inside must be dry for
this next step. Place the stones with the foil
on the bottom of the jar. It may make sense
to wrap the foil around the stone.
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9. Cover the second jar top with foil. Place it
on the heater for two hours. After the first
hour, use tongs to remove the stones and recover them in hardener. Do not breathe in the
fumes.
10. After two hours, remove the jar from the
heat. Place the seal and lid on the jar and let
it cool for six to eight hours.
11. Use gloves to remove the stones and
wipe of any remaining hardener. Let the
stones sit for another day so that the
stickiness goes away.
An alternative to Opticon is Canada Balsam
(aka Canada Turpentine), which is a pale
yellow organic oleoresin that dries to a clear
transparent film with the same refractive
index as glass. It might yellow over time or
get moldy, requiring a chemical treatment.

Method 3: Soaking in Water Glass
This method involves some chemistry with a
caustic liquid, and it may cause slight colour
change in the materials. Water glass is
sodium silicate or potassium silicate
dissolved in water (may be in your hardware
store paint department). As the water
evaporates, the solution solidifies into a
glassy solid. This is a caustic chemical, so
wear eye and skin protection. Clean up any
drips ASAP with warm water or clothes
washing.
A combination of organic acid and alkali
mineral salts is needed to make the silicate to
solidify. Highly concentrated mineral water
(4L boiled down to 250 mL) and apsirin or
citric acid, but the author used Gen-C Lite
(sugar-free) mineral supplement packets fully
dissolved in 250 mL of water.

1. Mix a solution of 235 mL trisodium
phosphate and 250 mL of Gen-C completely
dissolved in water, and stir to mix in a
stainless steel pot or pan that has a lid. If the
stones for this bath have very fine cracks, add
a teaspoon of liquid soap to reduce viscosity.
2. Place the clean slabs in a single layer at
the bottom. Stacked slabs may get stuck
together. Spray the lid edge with grease
(PAM) to keep it from sticking and place it
on the cooking vessel.
3. Cook the solution for at least 24 hours at
180 degrees centigrade, but it can be left
cooking for many days.
3. Remove the slabs and put them on a
greased baking rack over newspaper to catch
the drips. Let them dry. The slabs may stick
to the rack, but they can be pried off. Watch
out for sharp shards of silicate.
4. Place the dry slabs on a cookie sheet and
bake in an oven overnight at "warm" (250
C?). Then turn off the heat and allow the
stones to cool with the oven door closed.
5. Repeat these steps as necessary. You can
re-clean the stones and fill in larger cracks
and holes directly by applying the silicate
formula with a brush.
6. There may be a brown surface
discoloration that can be removed by
polishing.
7. The silicate solution can be re-used by
adding back water that evaporated. When
there is a thick layer of silica gel and the
solution seems too thin, then get rid of it.
Pour it onto some kitty litter, let it dry, and
then put it in the trash. Do not pour it down
the sink.

https://www.mindat.org/article.php/1129/Methods+to+Stabilize+Material+for+Cutting
http://www.gemcutters.org/LDA/StabilizingTurqOpal.htm
http://www.free-form.ch/stabil.html
http://www.scielo.br/scielo.php?script=sci_arttext&pid=S0104-14282008000100015
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OLMC Workshop: Dop wax unit with
accessories. $30. Contact Kerry

Available Advertising Space

Goss acetylene torch with small tank
and 3 tips: 2, 3, and 4. $75 or best
offer. Please contact Joy:
jmcdonell@bell.net 613-736-9324
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For only $25 per year, members get the
equivalent of ten quarter pages, which
can be divied up however you want.
The OLMC newsletter is distributed
ten months a year to the entire OLMC
membership.
Contact news@olmc.ca
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Contact:
President
Kerry Day
pres@olmc.ca

Vice-President
Arnold Roos
vicepres@olmc.ca

Secretary
Bob Boisvert
sec@olmc.ca

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday
1
Lapidary
10am – 4pm

2

3
Faceting
5pm – 8pm

4 Lapidary
10am – 2pm
Silver Smith
6:30pm – 9pm

5
Lapidary
2:30pm – 9pm

6

7

8
Lapidary
10am – 4pm

9

10

12
Lapidary
2:30pm – 9pm

13
OLMC
Meeting

14

15
Lapidary
10am – 12pm

16

17
MiG Meeting

11 Lapidary
10am – 2pm
Silver Smith
6:30pm – 9pm
18 Lapidary
10am – 2pm
Silver Smith
6:30pm – 9pm

21

22
Lapidary
10am – 4pm

25 Lapidary
10am – 2pm
Silver Smith
6:30pm – 9pm

26
Lapidary
2:30pm – 9pm

28

29
Lapidary
10am – 4pm

7pm–9pm

23

24
Faceting
6:30pm – 9pm

Treasurer
Rita Hudec
treasurer@olmc.ca

7:30pm-9pm

19
Lapidary
2:30pm – 9pm

20
Exec. Board
Meeting
7pm- 9pm

27

March 2020
Workshop Chair
Jean-Guy Bradette
workshop@olmc.ca

Membership Chair
Nathalie Bourget
memberchair@olmc.ca

Sunday

Monday

1

2

8

9
Faceting
5pm – 8pm

15

16
MiG Meeting
7pm–9pm

Show Chair
Stéphane Jetté
showchair@olmc.ca

Newsletter Editor
Eric Clara
news@olmc.ca

22

23

29

30
Faceting
6:30pm – 9pm

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

3 Lapidary
10am – 2pm
Silver Smith
6:30pm – 9pm
10 Lapidary
10am – 2pm
Silver Smith
6:30pm – 9pm

4
Lapidary
2:30pm – 9pm

5

6

Friday

7
Lapidary
10am – 4pm

Saturday

11
Lapidary
2:30pm – 9pm

12
OLMC
Meeting

13

14
Lapidary
10am – 4pm

17 Lapidary
10am – 2pm
Silver Smith
6:30pm – 9pm
24 Lapidary
10am – 2pm
Silver Smith
6:30pm – 9pm

18
Lapidary
2:30pm – 9pm

20

21
Lapidary
10am – 12pm

27

28
Lapidary
10am – 4pm

7:30pm-9pm

19
Exec. Board
Meeting
7pm- 9pm

25
Lapidary
2:30pm – 9pm

26

31 Lapidary
10am – 2pm
Silver Smith
6:30pm – 9pm

We are on Facebook, join
us!

http://www.facebook.com/Ott
awaLapsmithMineralClub
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OLMC Membership Application
New Membership

Membership Renewal

Individual – $20

Family (2+ persons in the same residence) – $30

Other Services:
Annual workshop access fee: $90 per year (replace workshop usage fee of $3/visit)
Newsletter advertisement: $25 per year for members
Ten quarter pages per year over ten newsletters, which can be combined for fewer,
larger ads. Businesses wishing to advertise in the newsletter pay $55 (family
membership + advertising fee)
Locker Fee: $25 per year (depends on locker availability)
Cabochon Course: $60 – required for all members who want to use the lapidary machinery.
More information can be found at http://www.olmc.ca
Names(s):

___________________________________________________________________

Address:

___________________________________________________________________

City:

______________________________

Province:

_______________

Postal Code:

______________________________

Telephone:

_______________

Please specify how you would like to receive OLMC’s newsletter:
By e-mail
By mail

_____________________________________________________

Do you require a receipt?

Yes

Payments are payable by cash or cheque only to Ottawa Lapsmith and Mineral Club.
Please mail your membership form and fees to:
Ottawa Lapsmith and Mineral Club
190-1C Colonnade road
Nepean (Ottawa), ON K2E 7J5
Please note that all membership information is used only for administrative purposes.
Administration use only:
Card provided:
Yes

Supervisor signed:

Yes

Date: __________________

Questions? Please contact us by phone 613 700-4637 or email workshop@olmc.ca

You can also go on our Facebook page: http://www.facebook.com/OttawaLapsmithMineralClub
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